Increased Cortical Thickness in Male-to-Female Transsexualism
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ABSTRACT

Background: The degree to which one identifies as male or female has a profound impact on one’s life. Yet, there is a limited understanding of what contributes to this important characteristic termed gender identity. In order to reveal factors influencing gender identity, studies have focused on people who report strong feelings of being the opposite sex, such as male-to-female (MTF) transsexuals.

Method: To investigate potential neuroanatomical variations associated with transsexualism, we compared the regional thickness of the cerebral cortex between 24 MTF transsexuals who had not yet been treated with cross-sex hormones and 24 age-matched control males.

Results: Results revealed thicker cortices in MTF transsexuals, both within regions of the left hemisphere (i.e., frontal and orbito-frontal cortex, central sulcus, perisylvian regions, paracentral gyrus) and right hemisphere (i.e., pre-/post-central gyrus, parietal cortex, temporal cortex, precuneus, fusiform, lingual, and orbito-frontal gyrus).

Conclusion: These findings provide further evidence that brain anatomy is associated with gender identity, where measures in MTF transsexuals appear to be shifted away from gender-congruent men.
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1. Introduction

The underlying neuroanatomical correlates of gender identity (whether one thinks of oneself as a man or as a woman) have been investigated in only a limited number of structural studies. The majority of these studies compared particular regions of interest (ROI) in male-to-female (MTF) transsexuals with gender-congruent men and women [1-4]. However, traditional ROI studies cannot characterize group-related differences beyond any region defined a priori, and possible group differences in other areas might be overlooked.

Thus, more recent studies used fully-automated voxel-by-voxel analysis techniques that allow for investigations across the entire brain while avoiding the subjectivity of ROI approaches as user bias is minimized. Nevertheless, existing voxel-wise studies are sparse, and outcomes are not fully comparable as they differ both with respect to the anatomical substrate and the sample examined. For example, Rametti et al. [5] reported that white matter fiber structure in female-to-male (FTM) transsexuals is more similar to the pattern observed in men (i.e., in subjects sharing gender identity) than in women. Our own study [6] revealed that regional gray matter characteristics in MTF transsexuals are more similar to the pattern found in men (i.e., in subjects sharing biological sex) than in women. However, we also noticed that brain characteristics in MTF transsexuals and in control men were not fully identical, and MTF transsexuals had significantly more gray matter in the putamen, especially in the right hemisphere [6].

To explore the possibility that there are additional neuroanatomical differences between MTF transsexuals and control men, we applied another fully automated whole-brain approach to compare the thickness of the cortex across the lateral and medial brain cortical surfaces at thousands of surface points. The cerebral cortex contains approximately 80% of the neurons of the central nervous system and contributes largely to factors such as social awareness, attitudes, and decision-making [7]. Given the immediate relevance of these factors in association with transsexualism, we expected cortical alterations in MTF transsexuals compared to control men. Im-
portantly, to exclude possible confounding impacts of sex steroid hormones on brain structure [8], the MTF transsexual sample was restricted to individuals who had not been treated with sex hormones.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty-four MTF transsexuals were recruited through flyers provided to local transsexual community organizations and to professionals who offer services to the transsexual community. Twenty-four men for the control group were selected from the International Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM) database of normal adults and matched for age. Age ranged between 23 and 72 years (mean [SD] age of transsexuals: 45.7 [13.8] years; mean [SD] age of males: 45.9 [13.7] years). Handedness in all participants was determined based on self-reports of hand preference for selected activities. Transsexual participants were 76% dextral while control men were 96% dextral; however this was not statistically significant (p = 0.097, Fisher’s Exact Test).

For study inclusion, transsexual participants needed to self-identify as a MTF transsexual, report no history of hormonal treatment, and declare the intention of undergoing estrogen replacement therapy. MTF transsexuals were evaluated to be free of psychosis according to a standardized diagnostic interview [9] and confirmed to be genetic males, as defined by the presence of the SRY gene in their genome [10]. All subjects of the control group also had to pass a physical and neurological screening examination performed by a neurologist [11]. While sexual orientation data were not available for the male controls, 6 transsexual participants reported being sexually attracted to men and 18 reported being sexually attracted to women. All participants gave informed consent according to institutional guidelines (Institutional Review Board of the University of Los Angeles, California [UCLA]).

2.2. Image Acquisition

Brain image data were acquired on a 1.5-T scanner (Siemens Sonata) using a 3D T1-weighted sequence (MPRAGE) with the following parameters: TR = 1900 ms; TE = 4.38 ms; flip angle = 15°; 160 contiguous 1 mm sagittal slices; FOV = 256 mm × 256 mm; matrix size = 256 × 256, voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm.

2.3. Image Preprocessing

Brain images were processed using automated software to remove skull, scalp, and other extra-meningeal tissues and to correct for intensity non-uniformity [12]. Image voxels were then classified according to tissue type, as detailed elsewhere [13]. Briefly, intensity-based and atlas-based information were combined to yield fuzzy membership function image volumes representing the fractions of cortical gray matter (GM), cerebral white matter (WM), sulcal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), subcortical GM, cerebellar GM, cerebellar WM, ventricles, and brainstem within each image voxel. The cerebral WM membership function was further processed to fill the ventricles and subcortical GM structures (e.g., putamen, thalamus, and the caudate nucleus) with WM. To compensate for partial volume effects in thin sulcal regions, the cerebral GM membership function was automatically enhanced by creating thin (artificial) CSF separations within sulci [14].

Subsequently, the inner cortical surface (i.e., a surface representation that lies at the interface of WM and cortical GM) was generated [15]. This served as an initial surface for reconstructing the central cortical surface (i.e., a surface that resides in between the inner cortical surface and outer pial surface). More specifically, the central cortical surface was reconstructed by driving a topology-preserving geometric deformable surface model [15] toward the geometric center of the GM using a gradient vector flow derived from the enhanced GM membership function [16]. Each reconstructed central surface was a triangle mesh comprising approximately 300,000 vertices. The central cortical surface representation and the enhanced GM membership function image volumes were used as the starting points for the subsequent cortical thickness analysis, as described below.

2.4. Estimation of Cortical Thickness

The cortical GM is bounded by the CSF on the outside and by the WM on the inside. Cortical thickness at each point in the cortical GM is defined as the sum of the distances from that point to the GM/WM and GM/CSF tissue boundaries following a flow field that guarantees a one-to-one, symmetric, and continuous correspondence between the two tissue boundaries. The flow field with these properties was computed by solving Laplace’s equation with cortical GM as its domain [17]. Cortical thickness was estimated in millimeters at 3D image voxels on the GM tissue sheet and mapped onto the central cortical surface using trilinear interpolation at each vertex point.

To establish the spatial correspondence between homologous surface locations across participants, the central cortical surface model of each participant was spatially normalized to the geometry of a representative reference brain, the colin27 average [18], as detailed elsewhere [19]. Briefly, the central cortical surfaces were unfolded to a spherical shape using surface partial flattening and conformal mapping. Of note, this was done...
for left and right hemispheres separately, yielding a map of each cortical hemisphere onto its own unit sphere [20]. Anatomical correspondence between mesh nodes on the hemispheres of the subject brain and the reference brain were established by calculating a geometry-driven optical flow field which provides a dense representation of the displacement that is required to warp one cortex so that it best matches the other in the spherical coordinate system. As a result, individual thickness measures from homologous surface locations can be mapped onto the reference surface. Finally, independent sample Student’s t-tests were performed at each vertex point to compare cortical thickness between MTF transsexuals and control males. Statistical outcomes were corrected for multiple comparisons, using false discovery rate [21] thresholded at \( q = 0.05 \).

3. Results

As demonstrated in Figure 1, mean values of cortical thickness appear to be higher in several cortical regions in MTF transsexuals compared to control men (left panel). This visual impression was statistically confirmed both on the lateral and medial aspect of the cortical surface (right panel). More specifically, we detected a significantly thicker cortex in MTF transsexuals in the left hemisphere in the orbito-fronto-parietal cortex, the middle frontal gyrus, in the vicinity of the central sulcus (near midline), in perisylvian regions (close to the post central gyrus), as well as within the paracentral gyrus and orbito-frontal gyrus (medial surface). A significantly thicker cortex in MTF transsexuals in the right hemisphere was observed along the post and pre central gyrus (expanding into middle frontal regions), the parietal cortex (near midline), the superior temporal sulcus, the inferior temporal gyrus, as well as within the orbito-frontal, fusiform, and lingual gyrus, and the precuneus (medial surface). We did not detect any cortical region showing significantly increased cortical thickness values in control men compared to MTF transsexuals.

4. Discussion

When comparing the 24 MTF transsexuals and the 24 age-matched control men, we revealed thicker cortices in MTF transsexuals in a number of regions across the lateral and medial cortical surfaces, while there was no region where control men showed an increased cortical thickness compared to MTF transsexuals.

To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating cortical thickness as a possible underlying substrate associated with MTF transsexualism. Thus, comparable data do not exist. However, the thicker cortices in MTF transsexuals compared to control men (observed here) resemble the direction of previously reported gender-typical pattern among non-transsexuals, such as thicker cortices in women than in men [22-25]. Furthermore, our findings are consistent with three post mortem studies that found atypical measurements in MTF transsexuals with respect to the size of the central subdivision of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BSTc) [3]; the number of neurons in the BSTc [4], as well as the volume and neuronal densities of the interstitial nucleus of the anterior hypothalamus (INAH3; 1). In addition, our

Figure 1. Increased cortical thickness in MTF transsexuals. Left panel: the brain maps illustrate the mean cortical thickness within MTF transsexuals and within control men, separately. The brain surfaces are color-coded according to the color bar where thickness is shown in millimeters (mm). Right panel: the brain maps illustrate where the cortex is significantly thicker in MTF transsexuals than in control men. The brain surfaces are color-coded according to FDR-corrected significance. Gray color indicates regions where both groups did not differ significantly. Callosal, subcallosal, and midbrain regions have been excluded on the medial aspects of the surface.
current findings of significantly thicker cortices in MTF transsexuals than in control men correspond with previous in vivo outcomes revealing that MTF transsexuals show significantly larger gray matter volumes than control men [6].

These earlier observations in subcortical regions (i.e., BSTc, INAH3, and putamen) could not be replicated within the current study as the applied approach addresses features of the cerebral cortex (not subcortex). Nevertheless, it appears rather surprising that the previous whole-brain approach analysing gray matter (Luders et al. 2009) did not detect any group differences in cortical regions (e.g., the ones revealed in the current study directed at cortical thickness). It is possible, however, that these two anatomical measurements reflect slightly different aspects on a micro-anatomical level as also suggested by studies investigating direct correlations between cortical thickness and gray matter concentration [26]. Importantly, the current approach also provides an additional dimension of cortical morphology such as its thickness in millimeters, which is not directly captured by voxel-wise analyses of signal intensity changes throughout the brain (Luders et al. 2009).

Thicker cortices in MTF transsexuals are likely to have functional significance and possibly account for differences between MTF transsexuals and males in terms of thinking, feeling, and behavior. Interestingly, we also observed that group effects are more extended in the right hemisphere, which resembles and extends the outcomes from our previous study [6]. There, we had detected differences between MTF transsexuals and control men bilaterally in the putamen; however, group effects reached statistical significance only within the right putamen. Such structural asymmetries are also intriguing as they are likely to have functional implications, although reports on significant differences between transsexuals and controls with respect to functional lateralization are rather sparse [27]. Altogether, further research characterizing the relationships between cerebral micro-structure and macro-structure as well as brain function is clearly necessary before these regional structural differences (and any inherent hemispheric effects) can be precisely interpreted. Notwithstanding, the variety of regions that show significant associations with transsexualism already seem to support the theory that there may be a neural “system”, rather than a single nodal area, that determines or influences the different parameters of human sexuality [7].

While the current study offers some unique results, it is important to note its main limitation. The MTF transsexual participants were treated as a homogenous group. Studies have highlighted that MTF transsexuals of different sexual orientations (e.g., those attracted to men versus those attracted to women) may have different biological substrates that lead to their cross-sex identity [28,29]. Given that our sample size limited the statistical power to compare sub-groups based on their sexual orientation, future studies need to explore the possibilities that brain anatomy in MTF transsexuals varies depending on whether they are attracted to men, attracted to women, or attracted to both. Ideally, those studies will also include heterosexual/homosexual control men, matched to MTF transsexuals with respect to their sexual orientation.

5. Conclusion

Gender identity is a central and fundamental human characteristic that can influence people’s well-being [30]. Yet, there have only been a limited number of studies investigating brain-structural correlates of what contributes to people’s sense of gender. We observed thicker cortices in 24 MTF transsexuals compared to 24agematched control men in a number of regions across the lateral and medial cortical surfaces. In order to precisely interpret these findings with respect to their functional significance further research addressing the relationship between cerebral micro- and macro-structures as well as brain function is clearly necessary. Nevertheless, the current study provides evidence that brain anatomy is associated with gender identity, where measures in MTF transsexuals appear to be shifted away from gender-congruent men.
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